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Abstract
In the future of India lies the future of a sixth of the
world’s population. As the Artificial Intelligence (AI) revolution sweeps through societies and enters daily life, its role in
shaping India’s development and growth is bound to be substantial. For India, AI holds promise as a catalyst to accelerate
progress, while providing mechanisms to leapfrog traditional
hurdles such as poor infrastructure and bureaucracy. At the
same time, an investment in AI is accompanied by risk factors
with long-term implications on society: it is imperative that
risks be vetted at this early stage. In this paper, we describe
opportunities and challenges for AI in India. We detail opportunities that are cross-cutting (bridging India’s linguistic
divisions, mining public data), and also specific to one particular sector (healthcare). We list challenges that originate from
existing social conditions (such as equations of caste and gender). Thereafter we distill out concrete steps and safeguards,
which we believe are necessary for robust and inclusive development as India enters the AI era.

1

Introduction

Investigations into the effect of technology on society are often structured “vertically” around topics such as ethics (Cooley 1995), law (Calo 2016), economic productivity and employment (Brynjolfsson and Mcafee 2016), and the implications of social markers such as gender (Truckenbrod 1993)
and race (Crawford 2016). In this paper, we adopt a “horizontal” framing that views the totality of such questions
from a fixed perspective: the role of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) in the ongoing development of India. Our choice of a
country-specific perspective is not new. For example, Little
(1993) examines the effects of the global production system on several East Asian countries; the recently undertaken
AI100 study (Stone et al. 2016) considers a variety of domains at the intersection of AI and a “typical North American city”. A paucity of academic literature on the implications of AI for India motivates a unified treatment of relevant technical and non-technical questions. Our paper aims
to provide a framework to which technologists, social scientists, and policy makers can all contribute.
In India’s future lies the future of a sixth of the world’s
population—enough reason by itself to track the country’s
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tryst with AI. Of equal interest is India’s unique social, cultural, economic, and political context, which has the potential to magnify both the benefits and the risks of AI. With
a large, young workforce (Woetzel, Madgavkar, and Gupta
2016), a fast-growing economy (Ministry of Finance, Government of India 2017), and a vibrant, resilient democracy
(Parthasarathy and Rao 2017), India presents an opportunity
for AI applications to have tremendous reach and scale (and
helping create abundance). AI-driven interventions can enhance public services: for example, streamlining the public
distribution system, and reducing the costs of law enforcement. AI can also enhance private services, such as the use of
AI-enabled personalised healthcare, or robots in production
lines. On the other hand, India’s challenges—varying from
income inequality (Credit Suisse 2014; Agrawal 2016) and
caste-based discrimination (Banerjee and Knight 1985) to
linguistic diversity (Ministry of Home Affairs, Government
of India 2011)—are also magnified by the size and variety
of the population. AI might not be the appropriate choice
for several problems. Where AI can indeed make meaningful contributions, its solutions will often have to withstand
cultural forces shaped by millennia of civilisational history.
Since India is significantly behind many other countries in
its technological development, it is natural for technologists
and policy makers to look to transplant successful ideas from
other contexts into India. A growing body of literature warns
of the inefficiency, even danger, of such an approach (Matsumoto 1999; Perényi 2014; Bidwell 2016). The main thesis
of this paper is indeed the need to plan “AI for India” from
the bottom up, by paying attention to India’s social, political,
cultural, and economic configuration.
We present our thesis by first outlining a variety of technical problems that arise in India’s unique context: in its linguistic diversity, legacy public records, and healthcare system. We hope that this compendium of illustrative problems,
provided in Section 2, will enthuse and enable technologists
to work on socially-relevant challenges. The benefits could
be substantial. Equally, the advent of AI could bring with it a
variety of risks. In Section 3, we specifically highlight existing gaps in Indian society (for example, based on caste and
gender) that AI-driven development could widen. In Section 4, we consolidate our discussion and propose concrete
steps and safeguards for carrying forward AI in India.
We are not aware of literature on AI and India that is

similar in scope to our paper. Our focus is broader when
compared to summaries of the state of AI research in different countries: for example, Israel (Felner 2016), Singapore (Varakantham et al. 2017), and India itself (Khemani
2012). Closest in spirit to our paper is one by Vempati
(2016), which is intended as a “wake-up call” to Indian
policy makers. Vempati presents geopolitical considerations,
including scomparisons with China, as he prompts urgency
in adopting AI. We describe a complementary viewpoint that
primarily looks inside India: in so doing, we find both possibilities and pitfalls, which we describe in some detail.

2

Opportunities for AI-driven Development

For India, AI holds promise as a catalyst to accelerate
progress and to leapfrog traditional hurdles such as poor
infrastructure and bureaucracy. In nearly every sector—
finance, healthcare, law enforcement, transportation, agriculture, environmental conservation—one can find applications in which AI can be effective. In a timely move, the
Indian government has recently constituted a task force precisely to identify openings for AI across sectors and guide
policy (Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of
India 2017). In this section we describe some uniquely (at
any rate, typically) Indian problems and their amenability to
AI. Rather than enumerate a long list, we restrict our focus to
three illustrative problems, which we present in some detail.
The first two (in sections 2.1 and 2.2) cut across different
sectors; the third (Section 2.3) relates to a particular sector.

2.1

Scaling up NLP/ASR for Indian Languages

Over 700 languages are spoken in India, making it among
the most multilingual of countries (Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India 2011). The languages span
six families: Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Austroasiatic, SinoTibetan, Tai–Kadai, and Great Andamanese. At least 20 languages are first languages to over a million speakers. Since
a large section of the population is either monolingual or
bilingual, language naturally becomes a barrier to communication and access to information. Written in English, this
very paper is inaccessible to 87% of the Indian population.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) have a long history as research
topics within AI. Substantive progress made on these topics has resulted in viable systems for machine translation,
spoken dialogue, sentiment analysis, and social media analysis (Hirschberg and Manning 2015). Likely the Englishspeaking reader of this paper is used to receiving relevant
results for search queries, recommendations of news articles
to read, and even assistance from voice-controlled phone
apps. Speakers of Hindi (422 million) and Tamil (60 million)
face a different reality. While we are not aware of systematic
studies on the quality of digital services in these languages,
just a few minutes on the Internet offers a glimpse. To provide an illustration, the authors experimented with Google
Translate, widely considered to be a leading service for machine translation. Figure 1, shows the translations returned
for relatively simple English sentences into Hindi and Tamil.
There are several “obvious” mistakes.

(a) “Sita saw her husband.”

(b) “Sita saw her wife.”

(c) “Ram saw his husband.”

(d) “Ram saw his wife.”

Figure 1: Results from Google Translate, accessed October
27, 2017. In (a) and (b), the sentence “Sita saw her spouse”
is translated into Hindi and Tamil, respectively. In (c) and
(d), the sentence “Ram saw his spouse” is translated into
Hindi and Tamil, respectively. Accompanying captions show
translations back into English by the authors (interestingly,
Google translated its own Tamil translation in (b) back into
the English “Sita saw his wife”). With different genders assigned to “spouse”, the translations of each sentence into
Hindi and Tamil are inconsistent. Most Indians will know
Sita is a common female name, and Ram a common male
name. In a country without same-sex marriages, Google’s
translations in (b) and (c) have little chance of being correct.

The success of modern NLP systems such as Google
Translate owes primarily to the availability of large training
corpuses (Banko and Brill 2001; Wu et al. 2016). Unfortunately, the sizes of data sets available for most Indian languages are minuscule compared to those available for major
Western languages. For example, a public corpus of parallel
text in 11 European languages contains tens of millions of
words in each language (Koehn 2005). Researchers working
with Indian languages have to make do with roughly a hundredth the amount of data (Kunchukuttan et al. 2014). Thus,
although NLP has been an active area of research within the
Indian AI community (Khemani 2012), its productivity is
circumscribed by the shortage of digitised data.
One strategy that has become popular in the NLP community is to use resource-rich languages as “pivots” to build
applications for resource-poor languages (Nakov and Ng
2012). This approach may be of independent interest to linguistics, and in the short term, can yield payoffs. However,
in the long-term, we see no alternative to building systems
that harvest and deliver data in Indian languages. We propose that this activity be taken up as a serious pursuit by the
AI community. For example, ASR and the creative use of
crowdsourcing could provide channels for digitising linguistic data. Curiously, these areas, themselves, bemoan a lack of
data and resources. Like NLP, the field of ASR has also demarcated under-resourced languages as a special topic (Besacier et al. 2014). In a recent survey, Pavlick et al. (2014)
identify languages that are good bets for linguists to study,
since they can find translators on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Our proposal goes in the opposite direction, taking the
bridging of India’s linguistic divisions as non-negotiable,
rather than the usage of convenient tools. In early stages, the
emphasis need not be on complex tasks such as translation.

The path to robust digital local language ecosystems could
be paved by bringing more content in each language into
the digital domain, providing services such as search and
speech interfaces, and same-language subtitling in videos to
improve functional literacy.

2.2

Structuring and Mining Public Data

Every department of the government generates records that
are available in the public domain. In 2005, the Indian government passed the “Right to Information” act , which enables individuals to query governmental organisations for
particular types of information. This facility—a positive step
towards bringing transparency—has already been used to
good effect by individuals and civil society. Yet, to make accountability and efficiency intrinsic to public-related offices,
it is necessary to build pipelines that deliver structured data.
In this regard, it is instructive to consider Berners-Lee’s 5star categorisation of open data (Berners-Lee 2010), which
is reproduced in Table 1.
In the lowest category is any data that is available on the
Internet under an open licence, regardless of format (scan,
picture, table) and encoding. Naturally, data is more directly
usable when it is structured (for example, provided as a table, rather than natural language text) and linked with other
relevant sources. Reliable, structured data is the foundation
on which relevant applications and services can be built. It is
clear that going forward, the design of data systems must aspire for the a 5-star rating. Interestingly, there also emerges
an excellent opportunity for AI when we look backward.
Even if the majority of legacy data does not meet even
the 1-star criterion (being available in digital form, and accessible through the Internet), there is a substantial amount
of data, especially from the last few decades, which does.
This data can contain valuable information, which, unfortunately, will remain hidden unless the data can be processed
into structured form. The nature and scale of the data makes
it impractical for human annotators to undertake the structuring exercise—but this is certainly something within the
reach of modern AI techniques (such as computer vision and
NLP). We delve into the details of a specific case study to illustrate that (1) even “macro” patterns in various data sets
are often not known, and (2) gleaning them can provide invaluable inputs for course correction and policy making.
Table 1: 5-star categorisation of open data, reproduced from
the web page maintained by Berners-Lee (2010).
?
??
???
? ? ??
?????

Available on the web (whatever format) but
with an open licence, to be Open Data
Available as machine-readable structured data
(e.g. excel instead of image scan of a table)
as (2) plus non-proprietary format (e.g. CSV
instead of excel)
All the above plus, Use open standards from
W3C (RDF and SPARQL) to identify things,
so that people can point at your stuff
All the above, plus: Link your data to other
peoples data to provide context

It is common knowledge that legal cases in India can
be stuck in court, at various stages of appeal, for years on
end (Law Commission of India 2014). We focus on cases
related to income tax, which suffer judicial delays in spite
of having dedicated appellate authorities: Assessing officer,
Commissioner of Income Tax Appeals (CIT(A)), and Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) (Datta, Surya Prakash,
and Sane 2017). Appeals from ITAT go to the High Court
(HC), and thereafter the Supreme Court (SC). Table 2 shows
the number of appeals and the dispute amounts locked up at
different levels of litigation as of March 2015.
In general one would expect cases with larger dispute
amounts to be appealed to higher levels, but curiously, the
last column in the table shows otherwise. Observe that while
the average dispute amount at ITAT is more than double that
at CIT(A), it drops by a third when proceeding from ITAT
to HC, and further from HC to SC. Clearly, understanding
this trend would be key to devising measures to reduce delays at the various appellate levels. Possible explanations include (1) that the government is the more frequent appellant
at levels beyond ITAT, for reasons of establishing precedent,
and (2) there has been a large volume of cases filed over the
last ten years, and these are still pending at lower levels and
influencing the averages. It would seem a relatively straightforward matter to verify if either of these explanations is correct, but surprisingly, answers to the simple questions listed
below are yet unknown!
• What fraction of cases are initiated by taxpayers and the
government respectively at each level of appeal?
• In what fraction of cases are taxpayers and the government successful at each level of appeal?
• What is the average dispute amount in taxpayer appeals
and government appeals?
• What is the average pendency of a case from assessment
to the final resolution of the dispute?
To begin with, the ITAT, HC, and SC have independent websites that store information in different formats; until about a decade back, their sites were not
even accessible through web search. Indian Kanoon
(https://indiankanoon.org/), which developed specialised
scrapers and offered free search services, has now become
an indispensable accessory to legal research in India. Yet,
even when relevant documents (such as ITAT judgements)
are retrieved, their lack of structure remains a hurdle. Typical ITAT judgements have multiple mentions of Rupee
amounts; the only way to extract the dispute amount is
Table 2: Appeals at different levels of litigation (Department
of Revenue 2016) (L = lakh = 105 ; C = crore = 107 ).
Appellate
authority
CIT(A)
ITAT
HC
SC

Number of
appeals
2.32 L
37,506
34,281
5,661

Amount in
dispute (Rs)
3.84 LC
1.45 LC
37,684 C
4,654 C

Average per
case (Rs)
1.6 C
3.9 C
1.09 C
82 L

from a description in natural language. For example, in
M/S Jain Furnishing vs. ACIT (accessed November 10,
2017, https://indiankanoon.org/doc/78538052/), the dispute
amount is the sum of the two amounts mentioned in the following sentence:
“The assessee in this appeal challenged the addition of
Rs. 15,609/- on account of municipal taxes and addition
of Rs. 4,80,000/- disallowing part of the rent.”
While it would not be trivial, it certainly appears feasible train an NLP method to extract relevant fields such as
the dispute amount from tax judgements, especially if domain knowledge can also be exploited. This simple technical intervention could eventually help identify blockages in the tax appeal hierarchy, and save precious time
and resources. Similar opportunities abound in other areas of India’s legacy data. For example, several opportunities in the political sphere are explored at the Trivedi
Centre for Political Data (accessed November 11, 2017,
https://tcpd.ashoka.edu.in/new-about-us/).

2.3

Healthcare

Access to quality health care in developing countries is a
challenge that AI technologies have the potential to alleviate
greatly. One of the main problems in this sector is a shortage of skilled medical personnel willing to serve away from
cities (Purohit and Bandyopadhyay 2014). The threshold set
by the WHO for a country’s healthcare workforce ranges
from 22.8 to 59.4 skilled health workers per 10,000 population; India stands at an estimated 15.2 (Global Health
Workforce Alliance and WHO 2013).
Modern AI facilitates ways to augment the capabilities of
scarce personnel, and to some extent, offset the absence of
regular lab facilities. For example, Gann et al. (2017) have
demonstrated that the recurrence of prostate cancers can be
predicted using features that human pathologists are typically not trained to observe. Similarly, Beck et al. (2011)
apply computational methods to extract and utilise newer,
more effective features for the prognosis of breast cancer.
Yet another success of computational pathology is in the development of a software-controlled microscope that can detect malaria at expert-level accuracy in the field (Delahunt
et al. 2015). Neonatal sepsis is a large contributor to neonatal mortality (Sankar et al. 2016). Studies show that timeseries data from standard non-invasive measurements, such
as heart rate and respiration over the first few hours of the
life of a preterm baby, can predict morbidity with accuracy
comparable to invasive (and often expensive and unavailable) lab tests (Saria et al. 2010).
Data-driven algorithms can also inform epidemiological
analysis to understand disease burden and response. The POSEIDON study (Salvi et al. 2015) was a well-conceived exercise that recorded data from clinics in 880 cities and towns
in India on a single day. Even just a preliminary analysis
of this data, gathered from over 200,000 patients, reveals
patterns in the frequency of visits to health facilities across
gender and age groups, categories of illnesses, etc. There are
also clear differences from similar data sets gathered in other
countries such as Sri Lanka and Singapore. It follows that

large-scale data analysis can provide non-trivial inputs to
healthcare policy. AI can contribute the technology to digitise health records using automated capture methods such as
IoT-enabled medical devices and app-based forms with location and image-based inputs. The objective would be to
construct pipelines that deliver authentic and accurate data,
with minimal human intervention.
Although we have singled out healthcare as an illustrative
“vertical” in this section, it must be noted that both problems and effective solutions tend to spill over boundaries.
For example, the root causes of poor health in a population
could include limited access to information and education,
poor quality of service delivery due to lack of infrastructure and corruption, and a debt trap from high out-of-pocket
expenses. As a general strategy, it would be advisable to understand the dependencies between various problems before
rushing into solutions.

3

Risks of an AI-centric Approach

That AI can contribute to development in numerous (often unconventional) ways creates a climate of hope and
optimism. However, it would be naı̈ve not to anticipate
and forestall the potential risks of AI-driven growth. In
this section, we raise the main concerns that emerge from
India’s socio-economic context.
Displacing workers. India is no exception to the global
AI wave, which is beginning to uproot workers from their
jobs (Brynjolfsson and Mcafee 2016). A recent study by
McKinsey and Company 2014 estimates that 6-8 million
workers “currently employed in routine clerical, customer
service, and sales jobs could be affected by advancements
in machine learning and natural language interfaces (speech
recognition).” A loss of jobs at this scale can have an impact
on economic well-being for a large number of people who
may be dependent on these wage-earners, an important
consequence for a middle-income country trying to raise a
large number of citizens out of poverty. India’s acclaimed
IT industry is already feeling the pinch of automation (Subramanian 2017), suggesting that a crisis triggered
by job losses could hit the population over the next few
years. Other side effects of AI might take longer to manifest.
Reinforcing social discrimination. The caste system in
India is a social hierarchy with historical roots. Sadly it
continues to perpetuate discrimination in subversive and
invisible ways, affecting wages (Banerjee and Knight 1985),
employment (Attewell and Madheswaran 2007), imprisonment rates (National Crime Record Bureau 2016), and
access to credit from banks (Kumar 2013). With the advent
of AI, it has become a growing concern that data-driven
algorithms can pick up biases from the data they are fed:
for example, in the United States, algorithms for assessing
recidivism rates (Angwin et al. 2017) are suspected to
show racial biases (Crawford 2016). Markers of caste and
religion are present in names and addresses, and can easily
affect data-driven algorithms that might be used to assess
applications for jobs, loans, or bail (Lapowsky 2017). An
experiment conducted some years back by Banerjee et al.

(2009) found evidence of caste-based discrimination in
call-centre job applications. Even if we presume that the
decisions, in this case, were made by human evaluators, it is
a cause for concern if these decisions are eventually used to
train an algorithm for screening applications.
Amplifying gender inequality. The number of Internet
users and the number of mobile internet users in India are
both expected to grow—to 420 million and 300 million, respectively, in 2017 (IAMAI and Kantar IMRB 2017). Mobile phones are the primary access point to the Internet,
particularly in rural India, where 60% of Internet access
is through mobile phones. While the penetration of mobile
phones seems a overall a boon for AI, it could unwittingly
amplify the gender disadvantage. Women in South Asia are
38% less likely to own a mobile phone than men; when
overlaid with patriarchal and misogynistic social norms, this
means the real access rate could be even lesser (GSMA
2015). Consequently the reach of AI may become segmented along gender lines (as also other divisions arising
from economic and geographical barriers).
A second worry is that gender ratios in India’s software
industry are heavily skewed at all levels (Lannon 2013).
Hence, there is a real risk that the AI to be consumed by
the entire population will be produced with a strong male
bias. This imbalance could create undesirable long-term
consequences (Truckenbrod 1993).
Excluding the disadvantaged through targeting. The high
costs of developing AI-based applications may mean that the
initial impetus will come from private corporations. It is natural for corporations to seek revenues from areas in which
profit pools are large, with no particular obligation to address socially-relevant issues such as equitable access. Consequently, the needs of the less-profitable may not be considered. The example from Figure 1 is instructive: it is unlikely
that Google will prioritise its Tamil→Hindi translation engine as high as its English→Mandarin engine. When commercial interests are overlaid with AI-based marketplaces,
there is a risk that the poor are further marginalised. A recent
essay by Calo and Rosenblat (2017) serves as a compelling
account of this worrying possibility.

4

AI for Development: Steps and Safeguards

In this concluding section, we propose some guiding principles for the construction of a robust AI ecosystem in India.
Neither automobile engines not air conditioners could
have been built without the humble thermometer. At this
juncture, it is imperative to build the instruments to measure India’s “vital statistics”, in order that they can thereafter be improved. To be effective, AI needs access to relevant data in the digital domain. As already outlined in
Section 2.2, we recommend that the construction of 5-star
data pipelines be taken up on a priority basis. The government’s “Digital India” initiative (accessed November 15,
2017, http://www.digitalindia.gov.in/) is a welcome step in
this direction. In addition to public data from governmental
departments, it would also be useful to create locally relevant public open sets pertaining to language, health, crops,

matketplaces, and so on. In some cases, AI technologies
such as computer vision and crowdsourcing could themselves be deployed to seed the effort.
It would neither be effective nor sustainable if the activity
of developing AI-based solutions is confined to a small number of people and places. It is essential that a broader section
of the population—especially women, linguistic minorities,
and rural communities—be actively trained to create and
maintain AI systems for their own needs. Our example of
Google’s incorrect translations in Figure 1 remains instructive. Clearly such mistakes can be rectified more quickly
and effectively by local speakers who are aware of existing gender biases in their own languages (Bolukbasi et al.
2016). However, they will need both the data and the technical knowledge to develop and maintain their own translation
engines. The proposal put forth by Jain (2002)—to actively
complement the Nehruvian. top-down model of knoweldgegeneration and dissemination, with the Gandhian, bottomup model—is of especial relevance to the growth of the AI
knowledge network. The open source movement has been
reasonably successful in India, and can be expanded for the
development of AI libraries, standards, and APIs.
India enjoys the advantages of having an established university system and a well-trained workforce. However, the
supply of knowledge and skill are no match for the demand
created by a large, diverse, and developing country. Flagship
demonstrations such as Deepmind’s AlphaGo program (Silver et al. 2016), but situated in the Indian context, could
excite young minds to pursue careers in AI. So also would
the publication of interesting data sets and the organisation
of competitions. Domestic centres of excellence in research
could provide leadership not just in core AI technologies,
but also in interdisciplinary areas. If AI is the new electricity, society would need not only electrical engineers, but also
electricians. Measures to train a large workforce to build applications using vision, speech, and so on would be a positive step, which may also help by absorbing some of the
shock created by job losses.
Industry, especially startups, will play a vital role in identifying and realising the benefits of AI across diverse sectors. India has a thriving tech entrepreneurship ecosystem,
with access to talent, capital, and large markets. There are
about 300 startups in India with a focus on AI, as of May,
2017 (Mint 2017), with over USD 100 million invested in
them since 2014 (Sharma 2017). This number, however, is
low in comparison to countries like the US and China, where
investments total over USD 4 and 3 billion, respectively.
Lack of data sets and talent are both challenges that startups will have to negotiate; closer collaboration with universities could help in the latter respect. Startups that are
constrained to keep risk low can focus on high-volume, lowmargin sectors. For example, even a 5% reduction in rawmaterial wastage, power consumption, or rejection rate, can
be substantial in the manufacturing industry.
In pace with the growth of AI, India will also have to
evolve regulatory mechanisms such as safety and quality
standards; legal frameworks addressing data security, privacy, and liability; and ethics review committees.
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